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Drive business value

ACT now: 

Data sources are multiplying.
Can you federate data sets from diverse sources and analyze IT 
performance across them all?

Business will soon be hit with 44X more data from:

Now, consider this common scenario.

1. IT suffers from non-integrated point tools

If IT lacks visibility, how can you see what 
impacts what, and which event needs attention?

New technologies are bringing new challenges.
Can you bridge them all to govern end-to-end performance 
and user satisfaction?
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IDC forecasts a 50-fold 
growth in the digital universe from 
the beginning of 2010 to 2020.

Each second, a large company encounters 

100,000–100,000,000 
business events that generate data.3

The average data center has 

30,000 resources.1

Over the past five years, the 
number of IT events increased 

by 300%2

No one has a 
consolidated view.

There is no manager
of managers.
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Without context, IT teams don't know which events are 
impacting the business.3.

When events take place, IT teams—using multiple domain 
tools—can’t tell symptoms from causes.2.

IT operations
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• Consolidate your view of data from point tools.
• Correlate data to identify root causes and speed resolution.
• Report across all IT domains from the same datasets.
• Gain foresight with predictive analytics from the same datasets.
• Pool team skills to boost efficiency. 

All of these gains are driven by HP Operations Bridge—
a manager of managers.
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A.C.T. now to gain control with 
HP Operations Bridge.

http://www.hp.com/go/bsm

